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Intro

• Full dynamic structural model of intensive labor supply with
saving

• The role of human capital accumulation

• Estimate on NLSY to get Frisch Elasticity

• Compare to MaCurdy and Altonji approaches



Flash back

• Recall a simple 2 period model:

sup
ci ,hi ,b

U1(c1, h1) + ρU2(c2, h2)

s.t.c1 = w1(1 − τ1)h1 + N1 + b

c2 = w2(1 − τ2)h2 + N2 − (1 + r)b

• and the intertemporal decision:
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• where the Frisch is 1

γ

• can be obtained by regressing ∆ log ht on ∆ logwt .



Wage rate of return

• Human capital investment can shift trade-off in work decision



Model
preferences

• period is s and age is t

• preferences are:

Et

T∑
τ=t

βτ
(
u(Cτ , τ) − v(hτ , ε2,τ )

)
• the intertemporal budget constraint is given by

At+1 = (1 + r)At + Wt ,sht − Ct

• the wage is given by

Wt ,s = RsKt

• where Ht is the human capital and Rs is period specific rental
rate (in estimation Rs = 1)



Model
law of motion

• human cpaital evovles according to:

Kt+1 = g(ht ,Kt , t)ε1,t+1

• where the shock ε1,t+1 is realized after the decision

• the decision is given by:

Vt ,s(At ,Kt , ε2,t) = max
Ct ,ht

{
u(Ct , t) − v(ht , ε2,t)+

βEtVt+1,s+1

[
(1+r)At+RsKtht−Ct , g(ht ,Kt , t)ε1,t+1, ε2,t+1

]}



Model
functional forms

• utility:

u(Ct , t) = A(t)
C a1
t

a1

where A(t) is a spline in t , necessary to explain lack of debt in
the data

• disutility of labor

v(ht , ε2t) = ε2tb
ha2
t

a2

• taste shocks εit are i.i.d. and log-normal



Model
functional forms

• human capital accumulation

G(K , h, t) = A0(1+A1(t−19))(B1+K )[(h+d1)
α−B2(h+d1)]

• to capture:

1 future wages to current labor hours has a higher slope when
the current wage is higher

2 The derivative of the human capital production function with
respect to hours around h = 0 appears to be bounded. We
capture that by introducing the intercept term d1.

3 For very large hours, the slopes of the relation between future
wages and current hours seems to be close to zero or even
negative.



Human capital returns

• Relationship between hours and wage rate change

• working more hours appears linked to higher wages in the next
period for a part of the population



End of life value

• differentiable in asset, and derivative is decreasing in asset.

• data goes until t = 36, simulation goes to t = 65, φ is hard to
identify, they set the value to 100, 000.



Note on computational complexity

• Model is continuous stochastic dynamic programing

- no unobserved heterogeneity
- independent starting conditions
- still CCP is not possible here (preference is not linear)

• At every state, requires solving for C and h (Newton descent)

- there is a state space reduction with respect to the shock to K
- paper develops approximation method, discretizing human

capital



Estimation

• different from Eckstein-Keane-Wolpin because not discrete,

• but still Nest Fixed Point approach:

1 solve model at each parameter space

2 add classical measurement error on earnings, hours, assets,
human capital

3 compute likelihood by simulation

• Likelihood is on (Kt , ht ,Ct ,At)
36
t=16.

• Uses simulated likelihood, and first differences to get gradient

• estimate separate parameters for different education groups



Data

• Data is NLSY 79 (asset info after 1985)

• 12,686 individuals

• focuses on white male

• treats schooling as exogenous



Data statistics 1

• 9.6% overall have zero hours

• focus on intensive margin



Data statistics 2



Model fit



Frisch Estimates

• Elasticity of inter-temporal substitution:

1

a2 − 1
= 3.820

which appears quite large when compared to other estimates

• Table from Keane review paper



Frisch Estimates - reduce forms



Conclusion

• Estimated a full dynamic model with human capital
accumulation

• Changes the present value to work (hence the marginal utility
of wealth)

• This affects the estimation of the Frisch elasticity if not
controlled for

• Shortcomings of the model:

- A(t) seems to capture something about borrowing constraints
- treatment of heterogeneity
- lives of only early life data
- ignores extensive margin (can be important at some ages)
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